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By Jürgen Schüler and Michael WohlMuth 

A
n optimal manufacturing process for automotive 
components is essential for the quality and the 
cost efficiency of these components. This is the 
reason that automotive suppliers have increased 
their use of simulation tools: simulation allows 

manufacturers to plan the process in detail, to save mate-
rial or increase equipment productivity. 

Tekfor Cologne, a company of the Neumayer Tekfor 

Group, develops and produces automotive components 
and assemblies at its plant in Cologne, Germany, includ-
ing transmission, engine, driveline, fastener and chassis 
products. These products are manufactured by different 
methods, mainly warm forming/cold forming and ring roll-
ing/wedge rolling. 

All part design, development and production process 
planning is carried out by Tekfor Cologne engineers. This 

A VirtuAl 
Process lAyout

tekfor cologne deploys 
Simufact.forming to achieve 
a quality, cost-efficient 
forming simulation

Above, the simulation model of an output shaft for a new 6-gear 
transmission. After inductive heating to 1,240°C, the component 
(below) is formed on a cross-wedge roll.
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Jürgen Schüler, head of engineering for Tekfor Cologne, 
“because it will get critical if we don’t look into the forming 
process before the production starts.“ 

Simufact.forming is the integrated simulation environ-
ment that makes it possible for Tekfor Cologne to avoid 
cost-intensive testing on real machinery, as well as the 
product aberrations that consume time and money. 

The design of a “normal” process development often 
starts with a customer’s inquiry and a corresponding de-
tail drawing of the requested component. On this basis, a 
blank-component drawing is made. Measures, edge condi-
tions and material are specified. 

includes cost calculation and bid proposals, the decision on 
the manufacturing method, tool construction, selection of 
suppliers and raw material, simulation and process layout 
through to the start of production. 

Virtual process layout 
To meet these requirements, Tekfor Cologne uses the most 

recent simulation technology available for virtual design and 
optimization of forming processes. It has a cooperative rela-
tionship with Simufact Engineering GmbH (www.simufact.
com) for the simulation of ring rolling and wedge rolling. In 
addition to engineering services, the software supplier and 
development partner offers a tool for preliminary analysis, 
evaluation and optimization of the planned forming process 
with its simulation environment, Simufact.forming. 

Simufact.forming is a simulation tool developed espe-
cially for industrial forming processes. It incorporates aspects 
of the previous simulation solutions, MSC.SuperForm and 
MSC.SuperForge from Simufact’s partner, MSC.Software. 
Both of those technologies were integrated into a single prod-
uct that is powerful enough for industrial forming processes, 
including closed-die forging or extrusion, drawing, upsetting, 
bending, or free forging, as well as cold, hot or semi-hot, me-
chanical press, hammer or screw press operations, and orbital 
forging. Rolling processes can be simulated, too. 

“Forming simulation is essential for us,” explained  

Above, a simulation model of a component for a front-wheel drive 
differential gear. Below, the actual component is ring roll, pre-
formed by Tekfor Cologne in three stages and then formed radially 
and axially in an interlinked machine assembly.
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If there are any difficulties with problematic compo-
nents, especially in a running serial production, Tekfor Co-
logne can resort to the know-how of Simufact Engineering 
GmbH — including complete outsourcing for calculations. 
The insights they gain are used to eliminate faults in the se-
rial production and to avoid them in future projects. 

the perspectiVe 
Tekfor Cologne plans to increase its ring rolling and 

wedge rolling simulation activities in the near future. These 
applications have the greatest potential for cost reduction 
for the company, because the projects usually are very com-
plex. Linking the single forming stages is especially difficult 
here. The simulation helps to realize these projects better 
and more cost-efficiently. In addition, improvements can be 
made to all other forming processes at the operation. This 
will show new ways to simplify the planning process and to 
make the processes more economic and predictable. 

Schüler said that an important factor in Tekfor Cologne’s 
selection of Simufact.forming was that it could be used by 
“non-experts” to conduct finite element analysis (FEA), be-
cause of the user-friendly graphical interface. “We reached 
a situation in which we achieve a 90-98% match between the 

real product and the virtual layout, based 
on a combination of experienced staff 
and simulation,” he reported. 

He maintains that product engineer-
ing is no longer possible without using 
forming simulation. Critical product 
design details can be recognized early, 
feasibility studies can be done without 
using real prototypes and, more often 
than not, cost reduction can be achieved 
for running production. Together Simu-
fact Engineering and Tekfor Cologne 
plan to continue working together, ex-
panding the capabilities of simulation 
technology for practical use.

Jürgen Schüler is the manager of engi-
neering for Tekfor Cologne, in Cologne, 
Germany (www.neumayer-tekfor.com).  
Michael Wohlmuth is the managing di-
rector of Simufact GmbH (www.simufact.
com).  

At this stage, a first concept review is done to determine 
whether the component can be formed as desired. The cost 
is calculated after finishing the blank-component draw-
ing. This includes the calculation of the required mate-
rial, the selection of the machines and a calculation of the 
respective machines’ hourly rates. Tekfor Cologne usually 
has enough experience to provide an estimate without or 
with very little simulation for standard inquiries. This is, 
however, different for inquiries that present a real manu-
facturing challenge. In these cases simulation is used to get 
detailed information about the press forces and to evaluate 
whether the selected forming process is realizable. 

Process simulation is used very early during an offer 
calculation, even before the first part is forged. This leads 
to a significantly improved process understanding, without 
even starting a machine or using material. 

comparing Virtual and real testing 
Data shows that the costs for developing a process layout 

without process simulation are about 10 times higher than 
for one with process simulation. For a definition of the opti-
mal process through real testing, various staff members and 
expensive machine hours would be needed – possibly multi-
ple times – until the perfect process can 
be defined. In addition, no production 
is possible on a machine while the test-
ing is underway. A comparison with the 
initial and the running costs of a simu-
lation workstation shows, in most cases, 
that the investment in virtual tools have 
amortized after just one project. 

The simulation also affects finished 
product quality for Tekfor Cologne. 
The company develops and supplies 
high-value components for the automo-
tive industry, and with the help of Simu-
fact.forming it is able to design and pro-
duce much more complex components 
than it had done previously. While the 
company has been developing and 
supplying automotive components for 
many years, some of the RFQs that it 
found too demanding to execute five 
or six years ago can be systematically 
designed and realized now, using simu-
lation software, and at minimal risk.

data shows that the costs for deVeloping a process 

layout without process simulation are about 10 

times higher than for one with process simulation.

About neumayer tekfor
Neumayer Tekfor is headquar-
tered at Offenburg, Germany, 
and operates a range of forming 
technologies across its global or-
ganization, producing automotive 
transmissions, engines, drivelines, 
safety fasteners, and other special 
applications. For example, the 
group’s U.S. subsidiary — Tekfor 
USA, in Wooster, OH — uses a 
1,600-ton high-speed, horizon-
tal hot-forging press to produce 
25,000 high-quality steel parts per 
shift. A 2,700-ton vertical press 
with an NC-controlled transfer 
system forges automotive parts 
with even thinner walls and closer 
tolerances.


